TEMPLATING
IN SAGEFRAME
A complete guide

Introduction
SageFrame is a powerful Open Source Web Development Framework that
can be applied to create various web applications like blogs, community
portals, ecommerce solutions, business automation system, personal and
corporate sites, and vertical custom applications. With a short learning curve
and rapid development process, this framework imparts all the power to
realize your business dreams.
With SageFrame, users get to experience ﬂexibility and the freedom to create
their own templates the way they want. We offer the freedom to create
ﬂexible layouts and hence users can deﬁne positions as well as placings as
per their need. SageFrame, on top, employs modular architecture thus giving
a powerful experience of designing web pages where modules can simply be
dragged and dropped.
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Hello there!
You have your website design ready right? So what are you waiting for?
Let's make it fully functional. Install SageFrame ﬁrst, here is the Installation
guide.
If you have installed SageFrame by now, here are the three major steps to get
you started.

1
Create Layout

2
Create Page

3
Assign Module
to the Page
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1
Create Layout
From Admin Dashboard, go to Manage Site>Templates where you can see 3
templates listed namely Default, Boxed-Layout and Left-Layout.

There are two ways of creating layout.

Option 01:
Ÿ If you want to use existing design of one of the templates and just modify

the content, activate the template ﬁrst by hovering on the template
thumbnail and clicking on Activate, and then go to the Page Manager.
Delete the module you don’t need.
Ÿ Drag the module you need from right panel and drop it on the desired

location of your page.
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A modal box appears.

Ÿ No ﬁelds are mandatory, so just make sure to check Inherit Permissions

From Page and hit Save.
Ÿ After saving, you can see an edit icon (pencil icon) at the right hand side of

that module. Click it to add the content.
Note: The folder of default template is in the location ~/core/template/
( ~ referes to SageFrame root folder)
(It is assumed that you are using the install version of SageFrame.)

Option 02:
Ÿ If you need a different design from the available templates, then click on

Create Template. This new template will be a clone of default template.
When you create the new template, a folder of given name is created at
~/Templates/
Ÿ Hover on the screenshot of template to get access to Activate, Customize

and Edit Files. First activate the template you want to use. Then Click on
Customize and go to the Layout Manager.
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Ÿ Then hit on the button Create Layout after which a dialog box appears.

Clone from OneColumnLayout, then give a name to your layout e.g.
homeLayout
Ÿ Below that you can see XML codes where section name doesn’t render in

page load, it is just to make readable and organized.
Note: Please change the name of sfContent to something else so that we can
have ﬂexible layout in body content.
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Here is a sample placeholder for a header.
<placeholder name="header" class=”yourClass”
width="40,60">logo,nav</placeholder>
It renders in page like this:

HTML markup

<div id=”sfHeaders” class=”sfOuterwrapper clearﬁx yourClass”>
<div class=”sfInnerwrapper”>
<div class=”sfMoreblocks”>
<div id=”sfLogo” class=”sfCol_40”>
<div class="sfWrapper"> </div>
</div>
<div id=”sfNav” class=”sfCol_60”>
<div class="sfWrapper"> </div>
</div>
</div>
</div>
</div>

Ÿ name is the id of the div so you can name it whatever but unique.

Note: It renders in page with preﬁx of “sf.” For example “header”
becomes ”sfHeader”
Ÿ wrapinner is set to “0” so that the placeholder can spread to full width. It is

written like this:
<placeholder name="header" wrapinner=”0” class=”yourClass”
width="40,60">logo,nav</placeholder>
What it actually does is remove only the div containing sfInnerwrapper
class.
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HTML markup

<div id=”sfHeaders” class=”sfOuterwrapper clearﬁx yourClass”>
<div class=”sfMoreblocks”>
<div id=”sfLogo” class=”sfCol_40”>
<div class="sfWrapper"> </div>
</div>
<div id=”sfNav” class=”sfCol_60”>
<div class="sfWrapper"> </div>
</div>
</div>
</div>

Ÿ Class is used to assign a class to the placeholder.
Ÿ width is used to have columns. In above example width 40% is assigned to

logo and 60% to nav.

2
Create Page
Now it is time to create a page and assign the layout you just created.
Simply go to Pages from Sidebar Menu.
This is your page manager.
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Few pages are already created there. You can either modify those pages by
right clicking on it or hitting the Create Page button.

While creating new page, ﬁll up the form ﬁelds but remember only page
name and page title are mandatory.
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Ÿ Page Name refers to the name that appears in the browser URL.
Ÿ Page title is the title of the pages which appear in the browser tab bar.
Ÿ Caption is used to show sub-text in menu bar.
Ÿ Parent page is used to make child page.
Ÿ Refresh Interval is the interval of time which is set to refresh the page at

each interval.
Ÿ Icon is used to show page icon in menu bar.
Ÿ Include in Menu is checked to show this page in menu bar.
Ÿ Description is meta description for that page which helps SEO.
Ÿ Keyword is meta keywords for that

At bottom you can see page permission settings. Let’s discuss what each role is.
Ÿ Super User is the role which have both view and edit permissions by

default.
Ÿ Site Admin is the role which super user can assign to someone who

manages the webpage.
Ÿ Registered Users are those who has registered through your webpage.
Ÿ Anonymous User can be anybody who has not registered through your

webpage.
Just after saving the page, click the page (you just created) at left panel. Then
Preserve the layout (e.g. homeLayout) you just created from step 1. Now your
page is linked to the layout.
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3
Assign Modules
Now it is time to assign modules to your page.
In Page Manager, select the page and just drag the modules you need from
right panel and drop it to the holder where you want.
A popup box appear, ﬁll up the details you only need(nothing is mandatory
here).

Ÿ Module Title is a name which you easily recognize.
Ÿ Header Text is heading text (H2) for that module.
Ÿ Module Sufﬁx Class is custom class which wraps whole module. (Note: You

can have multiple class names and always put space before every class
name.)
Ÿ Check the All checkbox to display the module and its content in all the

other pages or check Customize checkbox and select the pages in which
the module is to be displayed.
Ÿ If Inherit Permissions from Page is checked, the module will automatically

inherit the permissions of the page it is allocated. Enabling this will inherit
the permissions of the user or roles that is allocated for the page.
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If you don’t ﬁnd modules you are looking for then click on this link Extension
Manager

About CSS ﬁles
Grid.css – It includes 100 grid system of sageframe. We have deﬁned 100
columns from sfCol_1 to sfCol_100 ranging from width 1% to 100%
respectively. Each gutter space has width of 15px.
Path: ~\Administrator\Templates\Default\css\
Normalize.css – It makes browsers render all elements more consistently and
in line with modern standards.
Path: ~\Administrator\Templates\Default\css\
Modules.css – This name of CSS is included inside almost every module. To
change the default styles of module, you need to edit module.css of that
module.
Path: ~\Modules\ModuleFolder\css\
Template.css – This includes basic component styles like forms, tables etc. You
can write styles speciﬁcally targeted to your template.
Path: ~\Templates\TemplateFolder\css\
Responsive.css – This CSS ﬁle includes media queries for responsive layout of
default template.
Path: ~\Templates\TemplateFolder\css\
If you need to add your own CSS ﬁle, just paste in this folder
Path: ~\Templates\TemplateFolder\css\
It will be loaded automatically but can’t override template.css and
responsive.css
Similarly, to include js ﬁles, create folder named “js” just inside template folder
and paste your js ﬁles there. Note: Sageframe 3.5 uses jQuery v1.9.1
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Back-end Markup
Any form elements are wrapped within class “sfFormwrapper”
<div class=”sfFormwrapper”>All your form elements goes here</div>

For Input elements
<input type="text" class="sfInputbox" />
<input type="disabled" class="sfDisable" />

For Textarea
<textarea class="sfTextarea"></textarea>

For select dropdown
<select class="sfListmenu"><option></option></select>

For button with no image
<input type=”button” class=”sfBtn” />

For Primary Button
<input type=”button” class=”sfBtn sfPrimaryBtn” />

For button with icon image (For list: http://sageframe.com
/SageframeTutorials/Icon-list.aspx)
<div class="sftype1">
<label class="sfBtn sfAdd">Add</label>
<label class="sfSave">Save</label>
<label class="sfBtn sfClose">Cancel</label>
</div>

Table Layout
<div class="sfGridwrapper">
<table border="0" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0">
<tr>
<td>&nbsp;</td>
<td>&nbsp;</td>
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</tr>
</table>
</div>

For Pagination
<div id="dvPagination" class="sfPagination">
<div class="pagination">
<a href="#" class="prev">&lt;</a>
<span class="current">1</span>
<a href="#">2</a>
</div>
</div>

For Accordion Layout
<div class=”sfCollapsewrapper”>
<div class=”sfAccordian”> your content goes here </div>
</div>

For Success Message
<div class=”sfMessage sfSuccessmsg”>
<span class=”sfCustommessage”> your success msg goes
here</span>
</div>

For Error Message
<div class=”sfMessage sfErrormsg”>
<span class=”sfCustommessage”> your success msg goes
here</span>
</div>

For Popup Layout
<div class=”sfPopup”>
<span class=”sfClose”></span>
</div>
<div class=”sfFade”></div>
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Front-end Markup
To know how to write standard markup for sageframe front-end, simply go to
component page at menu.

Frequently Asked Questions(FAQs)
How to show header and footer in all pages?
Ÿ If you have placeholder for header or footer in a layout, ﬁrst paste this

placeholder to other layouts.
Ÿ Then go to Page Manager and assign module for that placeholder.
Ÿ Click on the module name - a popup appears; tick the checkbox to show

in all pages and you are done.
How to set parent page?
Just drag child pages into parent page in the Page Manager. Alternatively,
edit the child page by right clicking and set the parent page.
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How to create menu (navigation)?
Ÿ Go to Menu from admin dashboard.
Ÿ Create new menu or modify the existing menu.
Ÿ Select pages from mid panel and then add menu item.

Ÿ Order the menu items with drag and drop in right panel or right click to

delete it.

Ÿ When you need to make it vertical, go to settings tab and choose side

menu.
Note: You can also put external links and html content in menu part.

How to add new module to your project?
Ÿ Go to http://sageframe.com/Extensions.aspx
Ÿ Search the module you are looking for and download the zip for the

SageFrame version you are using.

Ÿ Then go to the Modules from admin dashboard and Click Install Module

button.

Ÿ Browse that zip ﬁle and keep clicking next button until you reach success page.
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What things should I consider before deleting/renaming placeholder?
First make sure that the placeholder you want to delete doesn’t have any
modules you might need later.
Case 01: If you don’t have any module there, just simply delete/rename the
placeholder.
Case 02: If you already have module inside that placeholder, ﬁrst put the
module to some other placeholder for a moment. Then delete or rename the
placeholder and Save. Put that module where it should be.
How to assign a layout to all remaining pages?
Ÿ In template section, hover on the screenshot and then go to Customize

and Preset.
Ÿ In Preset, change All to None from the dropdown along the layout you

don’t need.
Ÿ Select All from the dropdown along the layout you want to apply.
Ÿ Hit Save Preset button.

Note: Layout is assigned to all remaining pages which don’t have
speciﬁc layout deﬁned.
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How to set a page as start page?
In the Page Manager, right click on the page and set as start page.

How is CSS ﬁles loaded in a Page?
1. Grid.css
2. Normalize.css
3. Module.css
4. Template.css
5. Responsive.css
What are the things to be consider before making a responsive template?
Before coding for responsive in SageFrame, few things you should
understand ﬁrst.
Ÿ SageFrame currently supports desktop-ﬁrst approach.
Ÿ Breakpoints are divided into minor and major breakpoints, SageFrame has

major breakpoints of 480px, 640px, 768px, 960px and 1200px. These are
already deﬁned in responsive.css. You can add your own if you need.
Ÿ Minor Breakpoints can be created as many as per your requirement. But

we suggest you to keep it as less as possible.
Ÿ To make content centered, we have used class name of sfInnerwrapper

inside every sfOuterwrapper. Adjust width of sfInnerwrapper according to
viewport using media queries.
Ÿ To make menu responsive, we have a blank span for toggle (hamburger)

menu which appears just before sf-menu. You can style this span in
responsive.css.
Ÿ Now start breaking your columns into row wherever necessary. Write all

these inside responsive.css
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How to optimize CSS and JS in SageFrame Project?
Ÿ From Admin dashboard, go to Settings
Ÿ In the Basic Setting tab, open the panel Optimization
Ÿ Tick the checkboxes along with Optimize CSS and Optimize JS.

How to change the markup of module?
Go to the module folder which you can ﬁnd in ~/Modules/ModuleFolder/
Open module.css inside css folder and start editing.

Now start creating layouts as your requirement, add more
modules to your page and start editing module.css, template.css
and responsive.css as per your design requirement.
Happy Coding!
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